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Hello, my name is Peter Gottwald. I come from the Czech Republic and I was born in 

1992 in Olomouc, today I publicly known person of European political prisoner. 

Another option for my identification terms found at  

 

www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz 

 

My letter to you is targeted for that complaint against crime movement in terms of 

organized crime, criminal terrorist movement with the support and collaboration, 

ownership rights abuses, corruption, denial of evidence or many others in the field of 

national law, international conflict, and in the direction of international law. 

I would like to inform you, in a fundamental text, the value of theft by a simple 

description. Then I will continue itemized value that is associated with the whole 

situation and rights, future decisions about the value of international politics and 

political existence US law, both economic existence of your country, and in that case, 

too civilizational existence. 

As in the first place I want to reporting the theft of my projects, plans and along with co 

espionage, probably between the Czech Republic and your country's government or 

other commercial company in your country. Consequently, I would probably report 

abuse technology against me, or attempt to block my existence and media freedom to 

legislate, media options for communicating about my person. Consequently, I would 

announce the possibility of abuse in the direction of policies to promote robbing my 

people about my values. 

As in the first place, I want to announce presumptive Thefts my rights, your business 

firm which is aged over 15 years, founded in 1998 or 1999, a company that uses patent 

rights for a balanced stability through the electronic system and weights. System is now 

being used in technology for driving on two wheeled stand with electric drive. The 

technology is often used by police and sportsmen and tourists are around the city. Two 

wheels with electric drive, with stand for a person who rides. 

I do not know the exact name or other name I am a political prisoner, in many ways I 

was isolated from society or abuse through hypnosis. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Intelligence_Agency
http://www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz/


In every direction, my rights to this technology is intended for the use of robotic 

systems and technology, at the same time transports such as Cars, Motorcycles, fighter 

for special maneuvers or large spacecraft and civilization, infrastructure and science, 

much more. 

Basically, if the theft of this patent and blocking, then it can happen that I would be 

damaged by the financial value of the order of several trillion euros at least, much more, 

in the form of systematic violation of operation, and other values. It is a threat to these 

values, it is also possible to mark a crime of high financial and criminal fines. Trillion 

Euro, I know it by today's world values unrealistic value ridiculousness ... maybe 

because I mean it's not true. My system for the development of the economy, and any 

other plan, it is against the fact that such a system is really important for exploitation 

and strategic direction, goals and values. The overall result of the outstanding amount of 

funding may be across several kvintilionu euro. The resulting amount I let verified by 

all rights and justice. 

I would also like to announce the criminal activity of other Your business company, 

IBM. Companies abusing my plans for the development of technology and is dedicated 

to espionage, cooperation with terrorists who really under international law, cooperate 

at world terrorism. the need to punish such people through third death. 

My rights for face detection and recognition feature on your face, so in order to digital 

identification and finding dangerous or sought man. These are the systems that are 

mine, since 1999, and possibly earlier, a few years back, maybe two years back. The 

systems that were to be used on a drone, public cameras, and any other technology. 

At the same time I want to announce some of my abuse of rights for production of 

super-computers and their program if I am exactly. Today I can not know whether such 

rights are official or not. discusses the super computer intelligence that leads 

computation astrophysics, astro mathematics, reality, and any other direction as 

quantum mathematics, similar technologies. Again, this is a firm IBM, a company that 

collaborates with and poorly Government of the Czech Republic, so I suspect the 

stronger volume on terrorism. 

I would also like to announce to copy my rights, for example, between the phone 

manufacturer such as Apple. This is not a serious problem, it's just a small matter. 3D 

gravity sensor, it is my plan since childhood, that same Tablet in the same style when it 

comes to recognize as legal patent transmission of television into such a device, or Wi-

Fi communication, then, too. 

Today, especially want to know more about Google which probably are copying my 

projects and plans, therefore, to drive down my values. Projects in the form of 

infrastructure technology, automatic cars, and much more. On the Activity of a man in 

the future sue the entire world, action in the values of several trillion euros for 

infrastructure needs to be reinstalled. 

That same one for Mr. Elon Musk, who probably just abusing my plans for its Hyper 

Loop. They are also my plans that are in many ways very widespread, I have a plan that 

they are more advanced. Today, it happens that these plans are copied, after a few 

months later, they were re-publication of the plan Elon Musk, these projects included 

new data which come from my database, information that are based on my rights. This 

same is true of many other rights in your country of abuse as if my rights were of no 

value. 

My law, for example for some development steps, future highway, electronics and 

system, infrastructure, perhaps even in aviation. 

Therefore, I wish that every step, every my rights were secure and operate. It is 

necessary in your case to hear of people who work together to looting and abuse of 



patent rights or of my projects and plans, values that are under my legally possible legal 

registration. Abuses of such information in any case delinquency, crime and punishable 

matter. 

In any case, it's a necessity to find every person who supports such operation. 

Sometimes it as people in your politics here because there is oppression in the media 

and blocking legal steps that must organize politically body, not just the citizens or legal 

traders. 

It is advisable to carry out corrupt and security. According to a lot of information, your 

political parties against me abusing some kinds of technology in the form HAARP 

project, and I am blocked. 

According to many reports, your government even abusing technologies influenced by 

the physical space around us. While it is affected by time-space reality, it means a 

change in the past, and the like. Such messages are in Europe had already acknowledged 

publicly, since many people across several thousand people who may provide such 

information. I had already experienced it too temporal changes, perhaps several, part of 

the public! Temporal changes therefore that I was probably, without a path to freedom, 

so I was always blocked. 

Therefore, I want to tell you, if such problems will continue to take, it is necessary that 

you realized how the future may turn such bad situation. 

Today, if in the future I'll lock sequence robbing or whatever, will not be functionally 

any of my projects, projects for the development of my country and for the development 

or abroad. Level of development which may vary from a few trillion euro to a maximum 

value in the direction of several kvintilion’s euro. The money can enforce ja at the same 

time can enforce any of the 170 governments of countries around the world. for 

example, common to each country's government worldwide. This means that you and 

your Government will experience that USA's largest bankruptcies since the birth of your 

country. Your policy ceases to exist, and your country will be really overwhelming 

damage. Soon extinguished civilization and society. In the direction of policy, your 

country will not be recognized in any country, leaving only the value of terrorism, 

terrorism, which in any case has not nothing but robbing the whole world. At the same 

time, the USA was recently able to just massacring and murdering people of those 

countries recently espionage and even today support and cooperation with the biggest 

terrorist in the history of mankind, global terrorism which essentially already killed over 

220 million children and actually robbed over hundreds Governments around the world, 

an extremely large finance. 

Therefore, it is really need to create a strong fishing and illegal to remove each person 

in your government, every person who in any way promotes European terrorism against 

my person, because it is a really powerful criminal act which can make stop as the 

extinction of your existence! 

It's true, if your some political parties do not want to go to prison or to capital 

punishment, they will expand their corruption and their efforts will retain a free 

position. This means that, strong international conflict which method New World War 

and soon may come exterminated USA, or the many other countries around the world. 

New world war in which you have to die a few hundred million innocent’s  people, 

maybe it will be billions of people, just because of your political parties support EU 

policies and the crime, just so there occurred concerning the history of robbing Other 

governments around the world and me. This is the means, that your political rights 

expire soon, you'll soon led to extinction, your economic stability will be. The value of 

your financial exchange will be equal to its lowest level in the entire world. You 

experience the greatest financial crises, yet soon the whole world will conduct military 



expansion into US territory, public executions, hate every government from countries 

around the world. Hatred from every nation. Hatred from each person in the whole 

world. hatred of everyone to whom you owe the money, hatred of everyone who had to 

die because of you, his family. 

Today, North Korea hates your country, it's the same in many countries of Arabia and 

the Arab nations. Russian Federation also has no interest to cooperate with You. The 

Russian Federation had in recent months, a number of diplomatic trips to Europe, but 

with you I'm not interested to communicate. Peoples Republic of China is also 

interested in cooperation on the other parties. Whole Africa will brutally hate it, you 

have killed their children 2200.000.000 !!!! This is half of the US population !!! South 

America will not promote any interest on your cooperation. Nobody from around the 

world will have any interest therefore to work with you. 

Therefore, I urge you to remove any person who fails to comply with the rules of 

business, politics, global security and the interests they have in their inactivity endanger 

the entire world. Such a problem can end up really extremely strong genocide, 

especially today, when we live in a time when there must use weapons that are rapidly 

stronger than nuclear weapons. It would be really nice if the US was ucedeny order, 

security, legal guarantees and legal guarantees and legal functions. A lot would have it, 

the whole world could change direction for good. 

 

A lot would have it, the whole world could change direction for good. 

 

It would be very good if the US could funk media, media movements and organizations 

to assist human rights. I have the right to communicate with the media, no one can 

block my person. It's the same, no blocking on the Internet or other communication, 

mean with manipuled be hypnozis. Therefore, I would certainly be happy if such 

problems are out of your hand, the lifting, therefore may secure existence of your 

country and your future security. 

It is true that if your country will want rob my person gave me or any block, then please 

be aware of the reality and consequences of each, future responses and actions. Ja and 

any government around the world, each country's government who decides that he 

wants to work with me, which means that your every trade and political partner or ally, 

we can together, respectively, anytime ennoble the International Application for 

recognition of your country's policy as a terrorist movement that must be isolated and 

under sanction. Arises out of you body, which may not have any existential rights of. 

Such a decision can support any government in the world, while it's true that every 

government of the country in the entire world has the right to support such a decision, 

right by justice and by evidence. To support such a decision is at the same strategic 

advantages for each country's government from around the world. Your country and the 

policy expires, each country abroad is legal to enforce values kvintilion euro from your 

territory and your bank the next values USA. 

That is a fact. If they do not want to believe it, then you rob me of my values, so these 

are extinguished and cease to exist. For me it's no problem, I'm not dependent on you, 

we're on opposite values. Your efforts rob me, this is for you only extremely bankruptcy 

same time good and important step for mankind. Words that are not based on hatred, 

these are words that are based on good strategy for the whole world. 

 

Your country may not remain anything. The whole world will be celebrating. Legal 

step’s, World Victory. New Time of the Humanity, better future than exist of Your 

policy. 



Than you’re can understand. 

 

At the same time, your effort, therefore, that you preyed on me about my projects, my 

values, and therefore to have supported my blocking, my imprisonment, because you 

risk a lot of big problems. Some problems can quickly cause the end of your existence, 

existence at the end of the values of your country, civilization and population. It's true, 

you're such a situation created and will never be interested to assist you if you'll want to 

rob my person, so too the world. 

Your actions are public threat to the stability of world democracy, security, politics, 

economics and the nation's future. Your actions may mean extinction of the United 

Nations and several other international organizations. Today's Rights Security will no 

longer work, no one in the future will not be respected, just as you do not respect them, 

and your allies that you support. It's a simple, natural consequence and world effort for 

survival, a natural step for which no one is looking at the value of human life or health 

of human society. Check out recent findings from around the world, then you discover 

that it is true, our common situation is really directed to such a situation, every day it is 

more and more confidence. In such a situation, you would have reacted the same way. 

Everybody around the planet Earth, every political entities. Destruct and steal much 

more than what is value of planet Earth, and open right to getting your country, values 

and possessions, therefore need only support one legal steps, steps by which you created 

by the robbing and blocked my people in Europe. 

Thank You for Your territory. I can get much better, you are all is only ,My lose time’’. 

You should be aware of Jake's one value, so you can understand that the whole world 

will truly overwhelming support your lapse. If you are smart and we can calculate the 

real consequences of crime against me, you then discover that the whole world will 

welcome the destruction of your country. This is in fact one of the best step for 

mankind. Indeed, I will introduce it if you want it. Real facts from the evidence and 

policy measures of international politics. 

One of the many other reasons. Really only one small problem from your pages, one 

problem for many other different challenges from across your value. 

Abuse special technology to manipulate physical reality and casoporostorovou reality 

around us. Is not that true? Ainstain predicted such a thing? It is by your Government or 

such simple technology abusing someone else ??? The explosion Fukushima is for fun? 

Earthquake in many countries around the world is also a fun game? For example, 

shooting down aircraft through my plan for a technology or use of your special 

technology for aircraft accidents other ??? Iraq and other aircraft? For example, a big 

storm that represent genocide special technology, a large artificial storm that I have 

could see with my own eyes, already during my childhood small Cyclone wind on 

demand, falling hail, movement of animals and their odd behavior, launching rains 

exactly on the stroke of the seconds at the same time in many foreign countries and 

disasters, such as imitation Hurricane Sandy, naprikolad Pacific wave in 2009, another 

other storms that are recorded in many legends who predicted the abuse of special 

technologies that can change the time reality or the like. 

Why employees of your government with the other sposlecniky from abroad, why they 

use srtoj time travel, and why they come back to my childhood and constantly 

communicating with me. Such a deed is confirmed, many people confirm it under 

exactly the same evidence whilst evidence that can confirm too ja through meetings 

with the same people who visited me in childhood. Then, influencing reality today, past 

and future efforts to change reality. You're afraid of my competitors? You therefore 

want to influence my personal and social reality mathematics? 



Why detonates a nuclear power plant Chernobil is to symbolize my person? The 

explosion occurred at 1:23:47, is it true? There are many more other context? It is. 

Another question, why, for example Russian submarine Kursk ?? Is it a coincidence 

threats? Associated symbol we feel like threats against me, violent action against my 

person. Why Sandy was a form of insult against me? This is not anything I would 

welcome it. Why, for example various other disasters and murder? The death of 

Muammar Kadafi. Hugo Chavez's death, death, other people and political leaders. This 

is political terrorism, terrorism in world scales. 

Existence of such technologies and their use around me, it is confirmed each day. I'm 

every day in the handling of such technology, every day I control. My visit in the shop, 

just for a second. My encounter with the person specified type are exact, physical 

moments that repeats at the same time and same place, a drop of water falls, the door 

opens, through a flock of birds, much more. 

You're right now in a situation where you have to hope that every person from your 

Government will volunteer to answer questions under polygraph before investigators 

from investigating the international movement of people, without the need for approval 

from the UN, because if you refuse to omit the UN, because it is destruction of your 

country. 

It's true that I have against you suspect that you are abusing a special weapon for 

influencing mathematics space-temporal reality, I know such a weapon, and you have 

many similar interests of technological, in history and today. At the same time it is also 

a confirmation that you make use of these weapons. 

At the same time, it is true that my suspicion is intended for European governments, 

possible European Union. It is the governments who every day are abusing such 

technology against me. Confirmation, every day. European governments can watch me 

every day, they may well find me through such a technology can harm me. 

At the same time, it is true that Europe has already confirmed some values such 

weapons or, other similar technologies, technologies that are in my interests for their 

creation, since my childhood. Subsequently, for the creation of an international section 

in communion with any government countries around the world, for zajsiteni world 

security and peace, the elimination of every disaster and others. Math programs that are 

already abuse today. The program can also calculate the letters in the password from the 

bank account and your number bank account. Passwords important political account or 

accurate calculation example of when you or anyone else in the world, they are 

foundations for a new bank accounts, why they are the basis of such bank accounts and 

also passwords will be what or when you can use these information for spying through 

direct visits, special hacking steps. 

This means that the owners and users of such technologies can know which password 

will be away from your data mailboxes, e-mail, read your communication, know your 

future political, economic, personal action. Such information is confirmed, I became 

primi Obekt this calculation. They know my passwords, even before it is posted on the 

Internet, they know it is over five years ago. According to confirmed information. 

Therefore, it is possible that your government does not abuse such information and 

technology, it may be Europe, Europe is already accustomed, Europe now supports 

global terrorism, therefore it is necessary that you also stopped supporting European 

terrorist regime. 

Europe today can know the status of your military infrastructure, military action, the 

emergence of strategic situations, and other information as may affect the value of 

world politics or their strategies and values. Such steps in the form of abuse of these 

technologies, it is the biggest terrorist in the history of mankind, is not that true? 



Therefore, your government the country tries to block me, because you already know 

that I get all that information and technology already known from my childhood. 

Therefore, I want to utilize these technologies, at least in my plans, company ,, World 

Diamond 'which will become the center of world politics and economy or security, 

defense and military strategy, cooperation between the governments of the countries 

main political formations from around the world. 

If you will welcome uphold the values of humanity, is deleted in the European 

terrorism, which means that you refuse to take the risk of your existence, so you will be 

prepared to remove the cooperation of Europe, I will be expected of you, that you will 

support me in the form of media publicity and let the American media so that they could 

publish information about my person, while making media encouraged for the world 

and we start the most important steps of humanity. These are steps that are now too 

advantageous for you the steps that are more favorable than any of your cooperation 

with the European countries' governments and the European policy. It's true, the truth 

that can not be disproved. Therefore, I will expect from you a quick intelligent response 

based on your love for your nations and values of your country, and policies of the US 

government. Your support for justice, humanity and future value of the entire world, a 

new step in the future, significant existence than our entire planet Earth. I joyfully to 

convince you of my values, so you will know that I am for you the most relevant man, 

the most important since the formation of the planet Earth. According to confirmed and 

the real facts, only in those times, before you decide to promote global terrorism and rob 

my values, so that the whole world hate you, so that you were destroyed and forgotten, 

recognized historically with lower values than Adolf Hitler and fascist Germany. 

It is mainly up to you as You choose your path. I will still provide good options are 

active, therefore you can weigh them. 

Establish media, it is me then I can take as your guarantee of the security of your 

political party at the same time as you step which suggests the eve do not encourage or 

promote the values of world terrorism. Your guaranteeing the safety, that you are not in 

the interest lies in supporting terrorism and world menace against peace, values of 

human existence, the existence of several miliard people around the world. According to 

the actual value of our situation, because it really take into consideration. Thank you! 

Sure I also want to communicate about many common points of policy, for example, 

several similarities in the direction of technological development, the possibility of my 

suspicions about other directions of abuse in my plans for special technologies, such as 

additional types and versions of the technology in terms of future mankind. 

It is not here about Google projects, projects or projects Apple corporates and DARPA 

projects which are based on common values that have only value to stand up for my 

own rights. Here is one of the projects in the special values of space technology, math 

and spatial drives technology. 

For example, special propulsion for spacecraft sizes over several kilometers, ships in the 

universe that can create speed across several hundred trillion light years per hour, even 

when our mathematic-philosophers endless, infinity. Technology that can explore and 

find every civilization in the entire universe of distances over several kvintiliard light 

years from our planet and many mooooore much. 

moreover another technology that can be used for similar values influence our space 

around us and properties such as stopping or more. At the same time, it may be the 

technology of special classes for future united humanity and establish significant 

cooperation. 



I would say that such a move against me, it is publicly threat to our values and 

destruction for all of us, against us and against humanity. It is one of the worst step of 

mankind. 

Therefore, I would, I would like to also apply for the suspension of false motives media, 

for example, Snowden and his secret information about your espionage. Why is there 

such a step directed against me ??? We could always in good agree, why do you always 

have the need to do everything wrong ?? You do not understand the value of world 

politics and humanity, natural communication? At least you could understand that I am 

for you and your country, better than any value from European policy ????? Or you 

have a fear of Europe to you in the event of non-cooperation will reveal some secret 

information? Therefore, you have to be friends with Europe? I do not think this is your 

best chance to immediately destroy European-terrorism and to pass me their position, 

according to legal rights and politics ..... Is not that better than I, too, the opposition 

launched action against your country? You must be familiar with and be aware of what 

it will be brutal consequences if our party begins to provoke and rob it. 

Today, you are trying to run terrorism against my person, is it true? If not, then I would 

expect that your government will be willing to proudly stand up and prove your legality, 

the pride of your policy. I believe that you and your country, your policy will be willing 

to go through basic checks on a polygraph, that you and your country's government 

would be willing to initiate communication on the Lisa project, the project HAARP and 

similar technologies or similar structures, at the same time projects or LIGO other secret 

projects that are intended to abuse by special technology. I respect from Eve you have 

the right to Internal stability of your interim, but it also is true of Eve must respect the 

stability of the existence of the entire world politics. Therefore, if you're not willing to 

go through security procedures, it is a necessity to have to shut down the function of 

each project in the form of LIGO, LISA, HAARP and other similar technologies that 

are designed to similar dangerous to directions, in a dangerous direction only if such 

technology to manipulate you. Such projects must be stopped. 

At the same time, I would have wanted to ask, you do not happen any memories about a 

problem with Malaysian plane? Aircraft that always shoots down and goes so for UFO. 

Is not it ridiculous? 

In my opinion, it's just a substitute, envy, striving to me to be disposed media that I was 

kept under blockade. Is not that true? 

My technology and my projects, it is real evidence that I am the person who is capable 

of the following two years SHUTDOWN START fully relations with extraterrestrial 

civilization, common policies, common markets and various other values. 

Therefore, someone launched an attack reminiscent attacks from UFO, similar 

technologies. Therefore, the whole world thought that I am a person who cause our hate 

between mankind and an alien civilization in the universe because my UFO technology 

are dangerous or their ideology is not good to have lived in the universe various other 

intelligent beings in the same values like them. 

Therefore, some people who know my technology, they began producing them and 

produce, secretly. Ted Such technologies are used for damaging or shooting down 

aircraft. Balls of light flying at speeds of several billion kilometers per hour in our 

atmosphere, a machine gun on a force of several hundred million miles per hour, space 

technology, which have similar skills and values. 

Who could be such value in the Activity of? Zona South Pacific, South Asia Zone? 

Republic of China, I am their big competitor relationships? India has no problem, my 

proposals for co will definitely a good step for a common future policy, large-direction 

calculations per cent, the same with the Republic of China. Other countries will have no 



interest in me harm, in any case, I only strategy for their good step up who will 

welcome any government land. 

Therefore, Vase army base, are misused for terrorism? You and your government of the 

country you are today one of the few with whom it had endorsed terrorism against my 

person. You really visits my past, with the help of the misuse of technology to operate 

spacetime. From it's confirmed? Many people will confirm the same evidence. 

Therefore, I can tell you that such technology today are abusing you, according to my 

technology projects and plans. 

I think it's a great pity for you, to support any operation against me, in front of me to 

conceal any information or cause any danger. Promote blocking against my person, do it 

for you enni in any case a good move at the same time because there is no good and 

rational reasons. The only reason that may exist, it is because of your hate my 

technologiecke maturity and political power in the direction of world-significance. You 

know well that I may soon overtake your values. You do not know them well, so we try 

to block me and immediately overtake my projects and plan, encourage stolen my 

projects, so that you can keep on top of world politics, without me. Then, you will let 

me in the years when I will be without value and hope for significant success. 

Then, you will have to enforce the values that interests you about my situation arose in 

the form of a European debt. Have you figured how could it be? For instance, if I was I 

opened the door just a company in the USA? US GDP to 40 trillion Euros, with a 

minimum? Much more value? Perhaps even a few new super cities or special centers? Is 

it for you, today lost value across several hundred trillion Euro? I had plans to establish 

in your country USA, a new trading company and a capital gain some financially for my 

beginning, and also support the new policy or business contacts from the US and other 

major countries around the world. 

Today, your choice, no one has interest to enforce these values. At the same time, your 

country starts to rob me of these values. Is this true? 

If your country without breaks rob me, then it is a necessity to ensure the stability of 

world politics. For example, I like to advocate justice and law. For example, for the 

Republic of Cuba, it is true that the Cuban republic is my favorite country, it's a small 

paradise on our own planet Earth. Is not that so? Ever since childhood I have had many 

a project on the development of this country, according to my symmetrically of 

international tenders. Today it may be lost value across several tens of trillion Euro at 

the same time if I'm from the government of the Republic of Cuba has received full 

support, then it could be lost value despite several additional quadrillion, maybe 

kvintilionu euro. 

Today, because you constantly promoted my blocking, together with blockage of the 

Cuban Republic, therefore you may fail catastrophically. Is this true? If you are 

blocking Cubana Republic, also, they were me, then you are responsible for losses in 

the Republic of Cuba and my party, it is right twice the value. 

It's not for Vas much better to support justice? If you incur any debt, in each case is a 

simple matter to eliminate debts, pay them. I can immediately nominate enough 

projects, which these debts on your part is removed, because the problem with the 

Cuban Republic may be removed immediately. Step better than today, to promote 

Europe and USA extinction. 

Therefore, you could, for example, to prove your legality, boost my freedom, then I can 

immediately get support from countries in South America, soon will promote 

cooperation in the OAS or through another organization. In many ways, we will 

implement the common safety events and provide stability. ISIS and Boko Haram can 

remove within seven days from the start of my full functionality. Countries like 



Venezuela, these countries may, due to my co-operation to remove economic and 

civilization problems at the same time stops a nation with protests. Soon there may be a 

simple progress, will shortly be it from me to the governments of Venezuela vote. Just 

steps example, you can run immediately Surinam, Guyana, consequential, too 

Columbia. It's true, you know it well. Today, Venezuela should be fully stable, you can 

only talk for a while. 

Certainly, I will be very happy when I visit. I live in Hungary, today I am here for a 

while, maybe I will move to Italy or Germany, in Bonn, so that I visited the branch 

office UNSC, which I assume that this is unnecessary, because the UNSC is completely 

functionless political movement. The fair value nonfunction in the UNSC, it is possible 

to express a value as a terrorist movement UNSC ,, ''. 

Therefore, I verily I expect to not make any problems against me. For example, in the 

first step towards establishing sovereignty on Rockall which is now without political 

sovereignty, it is equally various other territories with loose soil without political entity 

or a population. My projects are sufficiently capable, therefore, that I built in the 

Rockall minimal opportunities At least Water civilization values in New York, or, other 

advanced cities. It's the same, really in any case and it really is the emphasis will I ask 

you for your support Western Sahara where I also have the right to co-operation and 

based my sovereignty. In any case, it is legal step and I have a right to such a move. If 

you're going to extend these steps, the only changes that occur again instability of world 

politics and threats as cold war. Therefore, be aware of what is an immediate need here! 

Teritory, it is the same in the area between Serbia and Croatia at the Western Duane in 

Europe if it is Wikipedia with accurate data. At the same time territories which leads to 

its administration Egypt, part of southern Egypt, the country which I can also recognize 

and redeem or if this is already the territory of Egypt and Sudan, it is the Bir Tawil, 

control according to international law on sovereignty according to the UN. Of course I 

want to get agreement from Egypt and Sudan. In the same case I want to create an 

agreement on Kashmir in close proximity to China, India and Pakistan. If the area is 

questionable and claimed, I can redeem it for the amount sufficient financial, it's not for 

me no problem. It is the same to any other territory in the world, below ,, Terra Nullius '' 

territory on which I can claim the full rights for more than ten years back, minimal. 

Often, it is preferably small steps, but I do not mind it, for me it is immediate freedom. 

Freedom which I create the possibility to get a much larger territory, while supporting 

the whole world, global cooperation .. much more significant values. Is it true that today 

you can such areas, mixed with my situation compare with the most important values of 

humanity. 

Terra Nullius, at the same character can also like me claimable territory Marie Byrd 

Land in Antarctica, while the common international agreement. In any case I can 

support collaborative research and ecology. At the same time I can support joint 

international project to develop a common civilization, but only at the time of the 

distant future, maybe for hundreds of years, it depend on a shift in our planet from the 

rotation around the sun. At the same time, maybe Peter I Island, near Antarctica is an 

area that I can enter. Territories which are uninhabited, non-recognition, 

unquestionably, without sovereignty, or any other political activity. At the same time, in 

many opportunities for redemption territories, it is also possible to buy some of your 

territory, because my financial offer may be sufficient, at the same time for me nei 

absolutely no loss. 

In the direction of Europe, I will in any event have requested casi support for my WD 

constitution, which is intended for immediate unification of the entire world. It is a step 



which is legal and inevitable at the same time justice and the need for future policy. 

Another possibility here simply do not exist. 

 

I too hope that you have taken some lessons from my letters, therefore, no longer be 

operation at the rear of my values and harming nobody in your country will not support 

larceny my projects and plans. I hope that you will support justice and urgently resolved 

our situation. 

If you blocked me in any way, therefore, promptly seek our joint meetings and an 

agreement over the fact what extent will our common situation and relatedness, and 

gave develop and as the value of our party will be willing to harm and blocked. The best 

common solution is to find future steps that are in our common interests and we can 

very quickly start a good cooperation which will be routed to the threatened world 

stabilized in the direction of politics, economics, safety and other standards. 

 

I will in any case, I want to thank you for your time. I wish you luck and good success 

in the fight against terrorism, for example in Iraq and Syria, it's only been a few months 

since your last troops left Afghanistan and we hope that future events will be successful 

and I can such actions also supported. My goal is to destroy the ISIS within 7 days from 

the start. At the same time, your mission to Ukraine, it is also a good move at the same 

time legally. My suggestion is similar, and I want to support stability in Ukraine. If you 

acquire full rights in Europe, I certainly soon will support safety in Ukraine. Own 

security in Europe does not need in such a strong extent, because as soon as I 

announced to the media, according to real values, then I welcome the entire European 

nation and 90 percent of the population happily endorse an international elected by my 

people. At the same time, a European scheme will be immediately overthrown, because 

no army or police will not support such a regime that existed only to European 

civilization, society, economy and politics disappeared through world oppression, 

hatred, brutality, maybe a weapon of global destruction and also various other problems 

in the value of great destruction. 

 

 

I will certainly thank you and wish you a good future success, it also means our 

common communication and collaboration, our future relationship together. 

 

 

Thank you and have a nice day, 

Mr. Gottwald Peter 

European Political Prisoner 

@PeterGottwald 

 

www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz 


